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The practice of classifying organisms into hierarchical groups originated with Aristotle and was codiﬁed into
nearly immutable biological law by Linnaeus. The heart of taxonomy is the biological species, which forms the
foundation for higher levels of classiﬁcation. Whereas species have long been established among sexual eukaryotes,
achieving a meaningful species concept for prokaryotes has been an onerous task and has proven exceedingly
difﬁcult for describing viruses and bacteriophages. Moreover, the assembly of viral “species” into higher-order
taxonomic groupings has been even more tenuous, since these groupings were based initially on limited numbers of
morphological features and more recently on overall genomic similarities. The wealth of nucleotide sequence
information that catalyzed a revolution in the taxonomy of free-living organisms necessitates a reevaluation of the
concept of viral species, genera, families, and higher levels of classiﬁcation. Just as microbiologists discarded
dubious morphological traits in favor of more accurate molecular yardsticks of evolutionary change, virologists can
gain new insight into viral evolution through the rigorous analyses afforded by the molecular phylogenetics of viral
genes. For bacteriophages, such dissections of genomic sequences reveal fundamental ﬂaws in the Linnaean
paradigm that necessitate a new view of viral evolution, classiﬁcation, and taxonomy.
Biological taxonomy is rooted in the Linnaean “boxes within
boxes” hierarchical paradigm (80). Here, groups of organisms
are deﬁned by their shared characteristics. These groups are
subdivided (boxes formed within boxes) based on greater num-
bers of characters shared within subgroups and on the pres-
ence of characters that distinguish between subgroups. This
framework is strictly hierarchical; that is, a group at any one
taxonomic level can belong to only one parental group (e.g., a
species can be a member of only one genus). When devised,
the Linnaean paradigm provided an orderly classiﬁcation of
living things, allowing natural historians to place newly found
creatures into its hierarchical framework with relative ease,
merely by navigating the ever more detailed sets of character-
istics that deﬁned groups within groups.
Although this concept was devised in the absence of evolu-
tionary theory, it readily accommodated evolution as a driving
force leading to such hierarchical classiﬁcation of organisms.
Soon after the publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species (25),
Haeckel (55) proposed that the more closely related forms in
Linnaean classiﬁcation shared more recent common ancestors
than did more distantly related forms. In this way, taxonomy
based on shared characteristics could be used as a framework
for understanding the evolution of organisms, since it is fun-
damentally based on the vertical inheritance of genetic infor-
mation from parent to offspring. As a caveat, if genetic infor-
mation were to be transferred between distantly related forms
(those residing in different “boxes”), a purely hierarchical
framework would be inadequate to describe the evolution of
all genes in a genome. But at the time of its conception, the
potential for such cross-lineage mating was not taken seriously
and thus posed no barrier to allowing a hierarchical classiﬁca-
tion system to represent the evolution of its constituent organ-
isms (20, 24, 146, 151).
The heart of biological classiﬁcation is the concept of the spe-
cies, or the smallest group of organisms that can be identiﬁed
robustly. These organisms—through any one of a number of
mechanisms—share a common evolutionary fate. Importantly,
the formation of new lineages of organisms can be equated to the
formation of two species from a single ancestral stock (specia-
tion). Although it is has been argued that virologists want and
need a ﬁnely divided hierarchical taxonomy for the purpose of
understanding their study organisms (138), it is clear that placing
an organism into a taxonomic “box” has utility only if the box is
biologically meaningful. We discuss here (i) various approaches to
understanding the nature of viral species, if any; (ii) the failure of
the Linnaean paradigm to represent viral and bacteriophage evo-
lution at larger taxonomic levels; and (iii) viable mechanisms for
outlining viral taxonomy in a manner that beﬁts the organisms’
complex evolutionary histories.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Computational analyses. The identiﬁcation of shared genes employed BLAST
and PSI-BLAST programs (4, 5); typically, genes with signiﬁcant similarity
showed BLAST E values no greater than 10
2, which became more signiﬁcant as
PSI-BLAST iterations were used to deﬁne protein families. In some cases,
homologues were detectable only during PSI-BLAST iterative searching. Re-
ﬁnement of overall similarity used the Bestﬁt and Gap modules of the GCG
program package (29).
RESULTS
Viral species: a battleground for the cladistic versus phe-
netic approaches. The recognition of viral and bacteriophage
taxa, including the difﬁcult task of delineating species, has been
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4891the subject of much debate (10, 37, 48, 58, 73, 90, 91, 118, 132,
135, 136, 138). Viral taxonomy (134) has its roots ﬁrmly in a
taxonomic species concept, discussed below, wherein one
knows a member of a species when one sees it. Many features
can be employed to discriminate among viral forms, including
host range, pathogenic nature, method of transmission, bio-
physical or antigenic properties of the virion itself, overall
morphology, and DNA sequence relatedness. Yet relation-
ships among bacteriophages that are inferred from one set of
features may not be congruent with relationships inferred from
a disparate set of features. For example, virion morphology is
utilized to group double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)-tailed bac-
teriophages into three groups: the Siphoviridae (bearing long
ﬂexible tails), the Myoviridae (bearing contractile tails), and the
Podoviridae (bearing short tail stubs). As seen in Fig. 1, these
families can include organisms with little or no sequence sim-
ilarity (e.g., HK97 and L5) and exclude more closely related
phages based solely on their tail morphology (e.g., HK97 is a
close relative of phage P22).
Moreover, some existing taxonomic groups may not reﬂect
common ancestry at all, even when considering their deﬁning
characteristics; for example, the Myoviridae include phages Mu
and T4, whose contractile tails are encoded by sets of genes
that are not recognizably similar in sequence or organization,
likely making the Myoviridae a polyphyletic group (meaning
that all of the descendants of the common ancestor of all
phages classiﬁed as Myoviridae may not belong to this group).
The Podoviridae are distinguished not by a set of deﬁning
features but rather the lack thereof (no long tail), a long-
standing problem in taxonomy (e.g., the absence of a nucleus
led to the still-professed idea that “prokaryotes” form a cohe-
sive group [20], even though Archaea are relatives of Eukarya
[50, 68]). In addition, proteins comprising the diminutive tail
assemblies are not recognizably similar among some Podoviri-
dae (e.g., between P22 and T7) and exhibit markedly different
protein folds (124, 125), also indicating likely polyphyly of this
group.
Since it has long been recognized that no single feature can
be usefully employed to describe viral species, the concept of
polythetic groupings—whereby ﬁrm boundaries are aban-
doned in favor of fuzzy ones—has become more accepted (133,
135). In addition, the concept of a quasispecies (37), whereby
heterogeneous populations (presumably resulting from repli-
cation errors) are lumped together, has been often applied,
especially to animal and plant viruses such as human immu-
nodeﬁciency virus, hepatitis viruses, coronaviruses, arena-
virues, tobamoviruses, and bromoviruses. However, this ap-
proach to rescuing the Linnaean paradigm involves a
somewhat dangerous application of phenetic methodologies:
that is, identiﬁcation of groups by overall similarity, whereby
one delineates boundaries by deciding how different the or-
ganisms must be before they must belong to distinct groups.
First, caveats could be raised on how accurately the diversity of
these populations can be measured, since differences between
sequences are artifactually introduced due to the error-prone
nature of the PCR used in these analyses (118). Second, as
seen above (Fig. 1) and as detailed below, measures of overall
similarity can lead to spurious conclusions regarding the rela-
tionships among taxa, especially when one considers chimeric
genomes and the multiple ancestries of their constituent genes.
More importantly, a focus on how different organisms must
be before they are placed in different groups does not consider
the biological forces which lead to similarity among organisms
that comprise those groups. Even among purely clonal organ-
isms, groups may retain genetic coherence by periodic selec-
tion (e.g., among inﬂuenza viruses [14, 15, 42]) or by disruptive
frequency-dependent selection (79). Alternatively, groups may
owe their distinctiveness to independent origins (e.g., dsDNA-
tailed phages versus single-stranded DNA [ssDNA] ﬁlamen-
tous phages) or to ecological constraints that diminish the
frequency of successful gene exchange among groups (e.g.,
constraints on DNA packaging size in -like phages may re-
duce the likelihood of their acquiring accessory genes found in
the larger T4-like phage genomes). Lastly, gene exchange may
act to unify organisms based on shared gene pools (discussed
below). We propose that the identiﬁcation of mechanisms that
lead to cohesion among members of viral groups at any taxo-
nomic level is necessary to allow viral taxonomy to reﬂect
meaningful biological relationships.
General species concepts and why they are inadequate for
viruses and bacteriophages. The taxonomic species concept
identiﬁes groups of organisms solely based on their overall
similarity and is the foundation of current bacteriophage tax-
onomy (134). This model can be effective when large numbers
of morphological features are available for the delineation of
biologically relevant groups and has been applied with consid-
erable success—e.g., to plants and animals—in the absence of
molecular or genetic data. As detailed above, this approach is
inadequate for bacteriophages since morphological differences
FIG. 1. Conﬂicts between morphological classiﬁcation and genetic
relatedness in dsDNA-tailed bacteriophages. Although bacteriophages
HK97 (70) and L5 (59) share very similar morphologies, including a
long ﬂexible tail, there are no genes or encoded proteins that are
detectable as close homologues. In contrast, bacteriophage P22 (132)
has substantial numbers of genes in common with HK97; genetic
differences lead to different tail morphologies, which led to classiﬁca-
tion into two distinct families. Proteins shared between HK97 and P22
exhibit BLASTP (4, 5) E values between 10
16 and 10
101; BLASTP E
values for comparisons with L5 proteins failed to reveal matches with
signiﬁcance values lower than 10
0.
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logical similarity can be maintained by organisms that retain
little or no genetic similarity or be converged upon by different
routes. As a result, this species concept vastly oversimpliﬁes
the genetic complexity of viruses and bacteriophages.
Aside from the concept for viral species currently in practice,
there have been numerous alternative species concepts that
have been devised, primarily for the classiﬁcation of eu-
karyotes. The most widely applied genetically based species
concept is the biological species concept, wherein Ernst Mayr
proposed that species could be deﬁned as organisms that share
a common gene pool (86–88). Here, members of a species
frequently recombine their genetic material (in many eu-
karyotes, it is obligatory for reproduction), thereby conferring
genetic “cohesion” to the group. Although delineation of these
boundaries is relatively straightforward among diploid, freely
recombining eukaryotes (but not without its difﬁculties in some
cases), it is less obvious how to draw the boundaries among
groups of rarely recombining organisms that exchange only
portions of their genomes, such as bacteria or bacteriophages.
Similarly, the recognition species concept proposes that mem-
bers of a species share a common mate recognition system
(105), but it is not clear what such a system would be for
viruses. Since recombination occurs within a host cell, one
could use the host range as a surrogate measure for mate
recognition, but disparate phages clearly recognize the same
suite of hosts. In both of these models, the frequency of gene
exchange lies at the heart of describing a species, thereby
hampering their effectiveness in describing viral lineages but,
as described below, it may provide great utility in delineating
groups of phages at higher levels of taxonomic inclusiveness.
Viral taxonomy has traditionally eschewed use of the bio-
logical species concept, or any other framework that involves
gene exchange, because bacteriophages and other viruses are
viewed as primarily clonal organisms, reproducing almost ex-
clusively without sexual exchange (134). Yet there is ample
evidence for gene exchange by both homologous recombina-
tion (99) and illegitimate means (63, 123) among bacterio-
phages. Therefore, not only should gene exchange be consid-
ered in constructing a taxonomic framework, it effectively
invalidates any taxonomy that a priori assumes that gene ex-
change is nonexistent. This impasse has led to vigorous debates
on the validity of existing viral taxonomic groups (see, for
example, references 48 and 138).
Alternative models for species descriptions avoid direct dis-
cussion of gene exchange. The ecological species concept (139)
deﬁnes a species as a group of organisms sharing a common
ecological niche. Here, if two distinct groups of organisms were
attempting to occupy precisely the same niche at the same
time, one would competitively eliminate the other by purely
stochastic means. Alternatively, if the two ecologically identical
species were separated in time or space (allopatry), they may
both persist; if so, genetic and ecological differences would
arise, thereby allowing coexistence should they ever return to
sympatry. For viral forms, it is difﬁcult to delineate an ecolog-
ical niche, so this model seems impractical. Moreover, the
cosmopolitan distribution of bacteriophages would preclude
the allopatric separation of lineages. However, as with the
biological species concept, ecological differences may be useful
in delineating viral groupings at higher taxonomic levels where
phages may be constrained from exchanging genes (e.g., be-
tween eukaryotic viruses and bacteriophages, which rely upon
radically different transcription and translation apparati in
their respective hosts).
The evolutionary species concept (147) dictates that species
comprise organisms that share a common evolutionary fate.
For bacteriophages, measuring what that fate has been would
appear to entail a description of their shared genetic ancestry
and reduces, at the functional level, to the biological species
concept. Lastly, the cohesion species concept (129) stipulates
that members of a species retain similarity through the action
of cohesion mechanisms, which are not rigorously deﬁned and
offer no foundation for describing viral species. Yet the idea
that a taxonomic group should be deﬁned by some cohesion
mechanism that retains similarity among its members provides
a meaningful biological foundation to any taxonomic system.
In sum, while there appears to be no adequate model to de-
lineate a viral species, requiring compromise or extension of
one or more of these ideas, these concepts offer strong con-
ceptual frameworks for devising taxonomic systems that max-
imize their underlying biological utility.
Bacterial species concepts and reconciling lateral gene
transfer. The issues detailed above have arisen in the descrip-
tion of bacterial species, and the lessons learned there offer
insights into the problems of viral species and taxonomy. The
earliest models for bacterial species recognized the fundamen-
tally asexual nature of bacteria, a feature shared with bacte-
riophages and other viruses, wherein recombination between
individuals is not tied to reproduction. Here, advantageous
mutations could arise in populations of organisms, and indi-
viduals carrying this new information would sweep the popu-
lation. In this way, periodic selection for successively ﬁtter
forms leads to distinct groups of closely related organisms
representing the descendents of organisms initiating these
events (78). The dissemination of advantageous alleles by ho-
mologous recombination—which occurs at a much higher fre-
quency than initially suspected (39, 40, 54, 85, 119)—led to the
idea that bacterial species could be deﬁned by their shared
gene pools, essentially invoking the biological species concept
(35). Phylogenies drawn from different genes among different
“species” would be congruent, whereas the same phylogenies
constructed from conspeciﬁc individuals would not be congru-
ent, reﬂecting homologous exchange among members of this
group. A barrier to gene exchange via homologous recombi-
nation is mediated by bacterial mismatch correction systems,
which prevent successful integration of DNA strands that are
too dissimilar (82, 83, 113, 142, 143, 156).
However, illegitimate recombination allows for the introduc-
tion of genes from very distantly related taxa, leading to in-
congruent phylogenies among genes found in distantly related
organisms (33, 34, 77, 101). This horizontal gene transfer both
muddles the application of the biological species concept to
bacterial lineages (since it appears that all Bacteria and Ar-
chaea, and many Eukarya, share the same gene pool), and it
obfuscates higher-ordered taxonomic relationships (74). The
transmission of genetic material across large phylogenetic dis-
tances is incongruent with the strictly hierarchical “boxes-with-
in-boxes” Linnaean paradigm. Although the concepts of bac-
terial “species” have been vigorously debated (23, 74, 75, 145),
all would agree that a species’ members share signiﬁcant num-
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pate in allelic exchange by homologous recombination. Groups
above the species level are recognized by a common set of
genes transmitted primarily through vertical inheritance (the
“core genome”) which are more recalcitrant to lateral gene
transfer, possibly due to their ubiquity or to their high degree
of integration with other components of cellular machinery
(69). It has also been suggested that horizontal gene transfer
itself could serve as a cohesion mechanism, if the likelihood of
transfer decreased with overall phylogenetic distance (49). In
addition, shared ecology serves to unify the gene content of
organisms (e.g., niche-speciﬁc genes among methanogens or
cyanobacteria), leading to phylogenetic cohesion at these
higher taxonomic levels. As discussed below, these same cohe-
sion mechanisms may provide coherence to viral taxonomic
groups as well.
Gene exchange among bacteriophage genomes: the failure of
hierarchy. The underlying processes that give rise to the com-
plex and diverse viral population can be illustrated by consid-
eration of the tailed bacteriophages, likely the most abundant
of all virus types; in fact it is likely that there are more indi-
vidual tailed phage particles in the biosphere than of all other
organisms combined (13). These viruses are also remarkably
diverse and thus serve well to illustrate the Procrustean difﬁ-
culties of trying to ﬁt a real world viral population into a
hierarchical Linnaean taxonomy. Here, we discuss how gene
exchange can serve as a mechanism for cohesion among di-
verse phages, even as it serves to disrupt strict hierarchical
relationships at small scales.
Pathways: homologous recombination. Plausibly, phage
populations could be largely clonal if they are unable to par-
ticipate in recombination events that can assort mutations that
arise through DNA replication inaccuracies. However, this
does not seem likely since phage and prophage partners should
have ample opportunity to exchange genetic information via
homologous recombination events by using host- or phage-
encoded recombination machinery. These opportunities
should be considerably greater than those observed in bacteria
since recombining phage genomes may successfully evade host
mismatch repair systems. Moreover, phages are expected to be
versatile in exploiting a broad range of ecological situations,
frequently infecting a variety of host bacterial species residing
in different environments. Variant alleles providing a beneﬁti n
any of these environments may spread quickly throughout the
viral population via homologous recombination. A speciﬁc ex-
ample of this is shown in Fig. 2, wherein the analysis of phy-
logenetically informative sites within the head gene region of a
group of P2-like phages—augmenting a previous analysis dem-
onstrating a signiﬁcant absence of homoplasy within portions
of these genomes (99)—provides evidence for homologous
recombination events in the ancestry of these phages.
Homologous recombination is also evident in genomes of
eukaryotic and archaeal viruses. For example, the attenuated
polio vaccine virus has recombined several times with natural
isolates to yield virulent forms (53, 72, 81, 84). Both homolo-
gous and illegitimate recombination events have also been
seen in the Potyviridae (102), the Herpesviridae (46, 100), the
Adenoviridae (98), the Retroviridae (27, 38, 93), archaeal viruses
SIRV1 and SIRV2 (107), and both positive- and negative-
stranded RNA viruses (2, 110).
Homologous recombination between phage and prophage
genomes could be mediated by host- or phage-encoded recom-
bination enzymes. For example, it is not uncommon for phages
to encode homologues of RecA, e.g., coliphage T4 and myco-
bacteriophages Bxz1 and Cjw1(155; unpublished results); sin-
gle-stranded binding proteins, e.g., T4, PVL, and Cjw1, among
others (31, 71; unpublished results); and Holliday junction
resolving enzymes, e.g., T4, L5, TM4, and HK97 (45, 59, 70,
111). Although these enzymes may play a primary role in DNA
replication or in DNA packaging, their actions will also result
in the assortment of mutations arising through replication er-
rors. The potency of these recombination systems should not
be taken lightly, particularly since they may require little more
than 20 bp for efﬁcient recombination (26, 95, 96).
If phage populations lack clonality, then the lack of se-
quence similarity between phages such as L5 and HK97 (Fig.
1) could indicate that they have originated completely inde-
pendently. Alternatively, they may have a shared ancestry but
enjoyed long-term genetic isolation from each other. A reso-
lution to this is provided by the observation that some phage
and prophage genomes carry one or more genes with homol-
ogy to their counterparts in L5, whereas others are related to
FIG. 2. Evidence for gene exchange via homologous recombination
among P2-related bacteriophages W, D, HK111, and HK241, which
was initially detected by signiﬁcant lack of homoplasy among certain
gene sequences (99). Here phylogenetically informative sites (listed at
the center of the ﬁgure) were extracted from sequences encoding the
structural genes from four bacteriophages sufﬁciently closely related
that multiple substitutions have not likely occluded phylogenetic rela-
tionships. A recombination event is evident between bases 2008 and
2472 of the aligned sequences and is denoted by the gap in the align-
ment of informative sites. Nucleotide positions supporting the signif-
icantly most parsimonious phylogeny on either side of the recombina-
tion join point are noted with asterisks; different phylogenies are
robustly supported by the 5 and 3 portions of the sequence. ❋ , P 
0.05 by Felsenstein’s S test (41); ❋❋ , P  0.05 by both Felsenstein’s S
test and C test (41).
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products of the terminase, portal, protease, and capsid genes
have obvious sequence similarity to their functional counter-
parts in HK97, whereas the products of genes 9a, 16, and 20
are related to the products of mycobacteriophages TM4 gp70,
L5 gp48, and D29 gp36.1 (63). Therefore, one cannot conclude
that morphological differences result from different ancestry,
nor can a lack of sequence similarity be construed as indicating
independent ancestry.
Pathways: illegitimate recombination and genetic mosa-
icism. The existence of frequent genetic exchanges among
members of the tailed phages was ﬁrst recognized in the “lamb-
doid” phages (such as Escherichia coli phage ) as a result of
DNA-DNA heteroduplex experiments starting in the late
1960s (64, 117). Based on these experiments it was evident
both that these phages are genetic mosaics with respect to each
other and that the mosaic boundaries are found preferentially
at certain sites along a given phage genome. Susskind and
Botstein (126) proposed a “modular theory” of phage evolu-
tion in which it was suggested that special “linker” sites located
between genes facilitated frequent recombination attributable
to either short stretches of conserved sequence or a site-spe-
ciﬁc recombination mechanism, thereby generating genomes
with new combinations of gene alleles. Further reﬁnements of
this model (17–19) proposed that recombination may occur at
any location along the genome but that phages experiencing
recombination events that incur deleterious effects (e.g., lying
within important genes) would be counterselected.
Comparative genomic analysis of temperate coliphages
shows the remarkable degree to which these phages can be
described as genetic mosaics (Fig. 3). With shared colors indi-
cating robustly similar sequences, we see that phages  and
N15 have closely related sets of head genes, whereas phages
HK97 and SfV have head genes that are different from these
but homologous to each other; the Mu head genes belong to a
sequence family not related to the other two. The tail genes
also fall into related groups, but they partition the ﬁve phages
illustrated here differently, with phages N15, , and HK97
forming one group and phages SfV and Mu forming a second.
Mosaicism is manifested at different levels of organization in
this group of phages; in the early expressed gene regions the
meaningful modules of mosaicism are single genes or small
groups of genes, rather than the larger groups that characterize
the late-expressed head and tail genes. Yet even in these re-
gions we can see that , HK97, and SfV share functional order
of genes through the region, albeit with many allelic substitu-
tions, and show many examples of frank sequence similarity,
while the early regions of N15 and Mu are different from these
and from each other. In addition to these extensive mosaic
relationships, there are a number of examples in which a novel
gene appears in one phage where it is absent in the otherwise
homologous region of another phage (e.g., HK97 genes 15, 22,
and 23, the SfV gtr genes, and the  lom gene); there are also
a few examples (not evident in Fig. 3) of nonorthologous re-
placements of a gene or small group of genes within the head
gene region or the tail gene region. For example, gene Z1886
of prophage CP933-X of E. coli O157:57 (108) encodes a head
protease similar to  C protein (corresponding to the blue
cassette in Fig. 3), yet CP933-X encodes HK97-like head
proteins (corresponding to the green cassette in Fig. 3) in the
regions ﬂanking this gene, including, for example, the gp7
adapter protein (encoded by gene Z1902). Such substitutions
show that while these genes most often stay together as a
coevolving group, the groups are not invariably monolithic.
The difﬁculties these complex mosaic relationships present
for making a hierarchical taxonomy that adequately represents
the available biological information should be obvious. If we
were to take the relationships among the tail genes as the basis
for the highest level taxonomic division (or the virion tail
morphology, as is the current practice for deﬁning “families” in
the ICTV taxonomy [137]), we would ﬁnd head gene types
inappropriately split among sister taxa, and early genes split
differently but equally inappropriately. If we were instead to
base the division on an average or integrated representation of
the virus as a whole—that is, a phenetic approach—we would
achieve a taxonomy that was self-consistent with respect to the
averaged value for each virus pair but at the expense of dis-
carding much of the decipherable biological information avail-
able for each virus. If one goal of a hierarchical taxonomy is
that viruses in one taxon should have more in common with
other viruses in that taxon than they do with any virus in a sister
taxon, then this goal is impossible to achieve for viruses as
pervasively mosaic as these.
Scale and scope: hierarchies in mosaicism. Genetic mosa-
icism is not restricted to the coliphages shown in Fig. 3 but is
much more widespread. For example, the dsDNA-tailed my-
cobacteriophages L5, D29, Bxb1, and TM4 show clear mosa-
icism and do so at different levels of organization, as seen with
the lambda-like phages (44, 45, 59, 89). All four of these
phages share a related set of late genes involved in viral struc-
ture and assembly arranged in a colinear order but inter-
spersed with several obvious instances of mosaic substitutions
(e.g., Bxb1 gp24, Bxb1 gp28, TM4 gp20, and TM4 gp22). In the
putative early genes of these phages, the mosaicism is exten-
sive, with numerous examples of genes or groups of genes that
are present in one genome but absent from others. For exam-
ple, TM4 gp64 and gp87 are clearly related to Bxb1 gp56 and
gp7, respectively, whereas the remaining genes of this segment
of the TM4 genome bears little overall similarity to Bxb1
genes. Likewise, there are at least 20 mosaic substitutions
within the right arms of the otherwise very similar L5 and D29
genomes (44, 59), and homologues of many of these can be
found in other newly characterized mycobacteriophage ge-
nomes (unpublished data). In addition, mosaicism is not lim-
ited to phages with large genomes. Two relatives of coliphage
P4 are found as prophages in different strains of Salmonella
enterica; although they are nearly identical over the majority of
their genomes, the region containing the gob gene and two
other genes of indeterminate function of P4 has been replaced
with cassettes encoding a PvuII-like type II restriction endo-
nuclease system in the P4-like prophage in serovar Paratyphi,
whereas this region in the prophage in serovar Typhi contains
three genes with no identiﬁable homologues in the database
(36).
A number of “dairy” phages that infect the lactic acid bac-
teria Lactococcus lactis, Streptococcus thermophilus, and Lac-
tobacillus delbrueckii have been studied (12). Although these
phages appear to be more homogeneous than the lambda-like
phages and exhibit signiﬁcant similarity at their nucleotide
level, there is also evidence of mosaicism (13). For example,
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4896 LAWRENCE ET AL. J. BACTERIOL.the lactococcal phages c2 and sk1 have little nucleotide simi-
larity and different genome organizations, but there are at least
eight noncontiguous genes that are shared by both phages (12).
Similarly, the lactococcal phage r1t has a cluster of structural
genes that are related to those in the Streptococcus pyogenes
prophage SF370.3, although the remainder of the genomes are
not obviously related (28). The greater degree of similarity
among these groups of bacteriophages may reﬂect their isola-
tion under more highly controlled conditions than pertain to
collections of lambdoid phages.
It has been suggested (1, 92, 114, 131) that T4, a large lytic
phage of E. coli, shows less mosaicism than some of the other
phage groups, such as the coliphages illustrated in Fig. 3 or the
mycobacteriophages discussed above. This is an interesting
point, because there are theoretical reasons to suspect that
strictly lytic phages such as T4 will have less opportunity for
illegitimate exchange than do temperate phages (see below).
Although the data to provide a critical test of these issues are
just now beginning to appear (e.g., among lactococcal phages
[21]), it is clear that T4 does exhibit mosaicism at least on a
small scale. For example, a portion of the T4 gp37 tail ﬁber
protein makes a very close match to the corresponding part of
the phage  gpStf tail ﬁber protein (47, 130); similar mosaicism
is found among such diverse phages as P1, P2, Mu, K3, and T2
(56), and genes encoding T4 virion components are shared
with a marine cyanophage (57). Another strictly lytic E. coli
phage, N4, has a very different genome organization and life-
style from those of any other known virus, but it has homo-
logues of the T4 rIIA and rIIB genes, inserted in a different
ﬂanking context than in T4, as well as a homologue of a gene
in the Salmonella temperate phage P22 (L. B. Rothman-
Denes, R. W. Hendrix, G. F. Hatfull, et al., unpublished data).
Mosaicism may be evident among phages of remarkably dif-
ferent hosts; for example, phage SIO1, infecting the marine
bacterium Roseobacter, shares several genes with coliphages T3
and T7 (115).
In total, these examples show that genetic mosaicism is a
common feature among bacteriophage genomes. The apparent
degree of mosaicism, however, is quite variable and may reﬂect
differences in the lifestyle of the phage (e.g., T4) or the meth-
ods of sampling (e.g., the dairy phages), in addition to unde-
scribed variables and constraints that may limit exchange
within or between particular groups of phages.
Scale and scope: recombination and mosaicism in ssDNA
phages. The reservations we raise here about the use of hier-
archical taxonomy for viruses apply only to the extent that the
viruses indulge in exchange of genetic material and are there-
fore not strictly clonal. While we have tested the assumption of
nonclonality in detail only for the dsDNA-tailed phages, we
have also analyzed a small group of ssDNA phage genomes
regarding this question (Fig. 4). Examination of even this small
subset of phages reveals evidence for both homologous recom-
bination (involving genes I and IV of the phage maturation
cassette [106]) and nonorthologous gene replacement (both
for the replication gene cassette, noted earlier [123], and for
the structural protein cassette). Thus, these phages, as with the
tailed phages, cannot appropriately be described by a hierar-
chical taxonomy. We anticipate that, given sufﬁcient numbers
of phage genomes, similar mosaicism will be found among
other groups of bacteriophages.
How they do it: mechanisms of gene exchange. Mosaicism
may be a pervasive feature of bacteriophage genomes, but
what mechanism gives rise to this characteristic feature? The
initial suggestion that it occurs by homologous recombination
at linker sequences (74) is unattractive since these are not seen
in the numerous complete genome sequences that have been
determined. It is more likely that this mosaicism results from
nonhomologous (illegitimate) recombination between these
phages, not at speciﬁc sites but profusely and essentially at
random with respect to position along the genome. It is also
likely that this recombination occurs often—perhaps usually—
out of register with respect to the gene organization of the
recombining partners. For example, the homologue of HK97
gene 7 (encoding the head-tail linker) was clearly interrupted
in HK022, where gene 7 has been truncated; a fragment bear-
ing gene 8 and gene 9 (the new, but more distantly related
head-tail linker protein) was introduced—a gene and a half out
of register—at that site (60). Similarly, the HK97 N gene is
followed by the 3 end of a distantly related N gene (70),
illustrating an additional “sloppy” recombination event within
this bacteriophage. Although it is tempting to think that these
events might be extremely rare, it is clear that phage-encoded
recombination systems can mediate exchange within very short
segments of sequence relatedness (26, 95, 96).
The expected outcome of these processes is a heterogeneous
melange of recombinant types, almost all of which are defec-
tive and presumably immediately eliminated by natural selec-
tion. The few recombinants that survive—perhaps after a num-
ber of additional illegitimate or homologous exchanges—are
the ones in which the functions of essential genes are not
disrupted and whose genomes are suitably sized for packaging
FIG. 4. Evidence for homologous recombination and mosaicism of
gene cassettes among ssDNA ﬁlamentous bacteriophages. Genes in
cassettes bearing homologous genes are coordinately colored; ortholo-
gous gene cassettes with various degrees of similarity are represented
by various shades of the same color, whereas nonorthologous replace-
ments are denoted by differently colored cassettes. The darker regions
in genes I and IV of phages IKe and I2-2 indicate homologous recom-
bination events with M13/fd-like sequences ﬁrst noted by Peeters et al.
(106). The sequences of bacteriophages fd (8), M13 (140), Ike (106),
and I2-2 (123) were obtained from the public database; the YP01
sequence represents an inferred prophage in the Yersinia pestis genome
(104) beginning at gene YP02274 and continuing through downstream
genes.
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the discontinuities that result from these recombination events
are observed between coding regions, at positions correspond-
ing to domain boundaries in the encoded proteins, or at the
boundaries of entire group of genes, especially those like the
head genes whose products must interact intimately. The over-
all result is a group of surviving recombinants with mosaic
boundaries (recombination loci) located at a restricted number
of points corresponding for the most part to the boundaries of
functional genetic modules.
Although the novel junctions formed by illegitimate events
that give rise to functional genomes may be relatively rare, they
are expected to have considerable evolutionary longevity and
be propagated through the population via homologous recom-
bination, as described above. In this way, homologous recom-
bination occurring between genes of identical or nearly iden-
tical sequence can produce the same relationships among
genomes that were observed in the early heteroduplex exper-
iments and ascribed to recombination between linker se-
quences located at module boundaries. Interestingly, Clark et
al. (22) have recently reported short conserved sequences lo-
cated between genes at corresponding positions in a group of
lambdoid phages, reminiscent of the initial proposal of linker
sequences. These “boundary sequences” likely do sponsor ho-
mologous exchange at these positions, although it is probably
less important quantitatively than homologous recombination
in the longer regions of opportunity provided by genes with
highly similar sequences.
Where they do it: opportunities for gene exchange. The
pathways by which viruses and bacteriophages exchange ge-
netic material vary dramatically in concert with their lifestyles
or host ranges. Exchange of genes among bacteriophages is
often viewed as a three-body problem, where two viral particles
infect the same cell, and homologous recombination allows for
gene exchange during the infection. Although this scenario
stems from the way bacteriophage genetics is performed in
laboratory settings, its low probability of success in natural
environments likely translates into little impact for many
groups of bacteriophages. An alternate route to gene exchange
would involve an incoming bacteriophage and a prophage res-
ident in the host genome (17). Surveys of completely se-
quenced bacterial genomes show that most harbor prophages,
averaging 2.6 per genome for free-living bacteria (76). In these
cases, two events are possible. First, resident prophages may
serve as gene donors for incoming phages, acting as recipients.
Although this is possible, a severe constraint is imposed in that
the resulting recombinant phage must not only be functional
but also have a genome size appropriate for packaging into its
capsid. This constraint limits such exchanges to events in which
regions of similar length are transferred.
Alternatively, the incoming bacteriophage may act as a gene
donor and the prophage may act as the recipient. Here, there
is no constraint on the recombinant to be either functional or
to have a genome size appropriate for its capsid. Numerous
events, including multiple gene acquisitions and deletions, may
occur before a viable recombinant phage is produced. More-
over, both incoming bacteriophages (which do not mount a
successful lytic infection), as well as other resident prophages,
may serve as gene donors. These mechanisms would allow for
high levels of gene exchange among temperate bacteriophages
but would not be available for lytic bacteriophages. As a result,
we may expect that genome mosaicism will be more profound
among temperate bacteriophages; results consistent with this
hypothesis have been reported among temperate and virulent
lactococcal phages (21).
Eukaryotic viruses are constrained in an additional way.
Although proviruses may be formed, the recombinant virus
must be formed and released during the lifetime of the indi-
vidual, unless the provirus is present in the germ line. This
limited opportunity for gene exchange reduces the likelihood
of successful recombinants being formed by illegitimate means,
in which case the progeny viruses may be of inappropriate size
or genome composition. Yet homologous recombination
events, whereby allelic information is exchanged, would occur
among proviruses. Therefore, one may expect that viruses of
multicellular eukaryotes will show less genome mosaicism than
do temperate bacteriophages.
DISCUSSION
Sampling the continuum. In constructing a taxonomy for
any group of real biological organisms, we are working with
incomplete information about the natural population. If sam-
pling of information about the organisms is sparse relative to
the population’s diversity, signiﬁcant relationships can be
missed. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, in which the circles repre-
sent the genomes of individual viruses and the area of overlap
between two circles represents shared genes. Note that the
inclusion of the genome of phage Y in the analysis (Fig. 5B)
reveals relationships between phages V, W, and X and phage
Z; without phage Y, phage Z would be considered unrelated.
This situation is illustrated by the inclusion of phage SfV in
Fig. 3, which shows that Mu-like bacteriophages exchange gene
cassettes with -like bacteriophages.
The magnitude of the problem of sparse sampling of the
population is different for different groups of viruses; it ap-
pears to be especially severe for the tailed phages. These are
the most abundant and diverse group of viruses, but all have
been isolated on host bacteria that can be grown in the labo-
ratory, and these bacteria represent a tiny slice of bacterial
diversity (32, 66). Furthermore, it is becoming clear that there
are groups of tailed phages that fail to plaque under the con-
ditions commonly used for isolating new phages, and these
groups are presumably poorly represented in extant collections
(65). Even for the relatively well sampled phages of E. coli and
its allies, the sparseness of sampling can be seen by the fact that
a phage of the N4 type has been isolated only once or that
genome sequencing so frequently turns up entirely new types
of phages (e.g., N15) or novel relationships among known
groups of phages (e.g., SfV connecting  and Mu). A conse-
quence of sparse sampling is that a group of phages that in
reality forms a continuous network of genetic interactions can
appear to be multiple noninteracting groups if the sampling is
poor (Fig. 5). Currently, it is not yet clear whether the tailed
phages can be divided into multiple, genetically coherent
groups, or whether they will be seen to be an indivisible con-
tinuum of types when sufﬁcient data are available.
Failures of phenetics. The mosaicism of phage genomes
depicted in Fig. 3, 4, and 5 exempliﬁes the failings of phenetic
methods—those based on measures of overall similarity—in
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for viral taxonomy. The sampling problem discussed above
illustrated this weakness, when the relationship between
phages V, W, and X and phage Z was overlooked until phage
Y was included (Fig. 5B and C). Furthermore, the relation-
ships one may infer from overall levels of similarity can be
tremendously misleading, in that one may conclude that
phages Y and Z represent members of one group and phages
V, W, and X represent members of a related group. However,
phenetic phylogenetic methods will always supply the user with
a particular set of relationships, without regard to the biolog-
ical relevance of these answers. If one uses phages HK97, SfV,
and Mu in Fig. 3 to represent phages X, Y, and Z in Fig. 5A,
these relationships become apparently absurd.
Sets of mosaic genomes that share different gene cassettes
cannot be represented by a single, simple phylogenetic tree
which reduces this genetic complexity to a single measure of
overall relatedness. Rather, the segments of these complex
genomes have distinct evolutionary histories that are blended
when phenetic approaches are employed, thereby producing a
set of relationships that does not reﬂect any aspect of the
genome’s true history. This is illustrated by gene sets 1 and 2 in
Fig. 5A, which predict different sets of relationships among
these phages. One cannot expect that a single, hierarchical
taxonomy can accurately represent complex, reticulate rela-
tionships; only with a reticulate, multidimensional phyloge-
netic approach (see, for example, reference 7) can the complex
relationships among bacteriophage genomes be explicated and
appreciated.
Limitations of vertical inheritance. Despite these caveats,
the effects of gene transfer between disparate genomes did not
necessitate a complete deconstruction of the hierarchical par-
adigm for microbial evolution. An alternative was to recognize
mosaicism and utilize these data in the context of some over-
arching phylogenetic framework over which all of the complex-
ities of gene exchange can be draped. In bacterial taxonomy, a
“core genome” has been built around the rRNA genes (103,
149, 150) and genes which contribute to the replication-tran-
scription-translation machinery, although even these genes are
subject to lateral transfer (67, 97, 144, 148, 152–154). Here, the
vast majority of genes inherited in a bacterial lineage are trans-
mitted vertically, from mother to daughter, during replication.
As a result, the impact of any one horizontal exchange is
minimized since it involves such a small fraction of the total
genome. One may view these genes as deﬁning an organismal
lineage, whereas all other genes merely provide the means to
persist in a particular habitat.
This approach has been manifested in the use of gene con-
tent phylogenies, which infer large-scale relationships based on
a genome’s overall gene inventory (43, 120, 128). However, this
model has its drawbacks. First, it ignores the relationships
among many of the genes in the chromosome that are not
congruent with the “overall” organismal phylogeny; indeed, it
may be that none of the genes follow an ancestry inferred by
merging the histories of all genes into a single representation.
Second, in this approach one is divorcing the concept of tax-
onomic relationships from the history of the cell’s genetic ma-
terial, equating organismal evolution to the history of the cy-
toplasm and not the DNA. Indeed, reﬁnements of this
approach recognize gene transfer and reticulation among bac-
terial genomes (121).
The same problems arise if one attempts an “overall” phy-
logenetic approach in considering the taxonomy of viruses and
bacteriophages. A clear candidate gene around which to build
such a consortium would be the bacteriophage capsid gene.
While other genes dictate phage lifestyle (tail genes affect host
range, integrases and replicases affect modes of reproduction,
etc.), the major capsid gene could be viewed as deﬁning a
bacteriophage lineage; it has even been proposed that phages
could have evolved as consortia of genes which increase their
collective ﬁtnesses by allowing more efﬁcient packaging of
themselves, including the capsid gene (62). However, the small
size of most bacteriophage genomes ampliﬁes the impact of
any horizontal transfer event, which now can represent a sub-
stantial portion of its genome. In the case of bacteriophage
N15, 50% of its genome is clearly related to lambdoid bacte-
FIG. 5. Problems arising in using phenetic methods for bacterio-
phage taxonomy. (A) Relationships inferred from overall similarity
(e.g., number of shared genes, DNA sequence similarity, DNA-DNA
hybridization, proteomic overlap) are here depicted in a Venn (141)
diagram. These data can be misleading in two ways (see the text).
(B) A phylogeny is drawn for all taxa in part A by using the robust
phenetic approach UPGMA (122, 127). (C) Relationships are contin-
gent upon the taxa included in the analysis; here, the elimination of
taxon “Y” eliminates the connection between taxon “Z” and the re-
maining taxa.
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rived from a linear plasmid (112). Such a chimeric organism
deﬁes simple categorization into either group (lambdoid phage
or plasmid), and assigning a single measure of “overall simi-
larity” with other genomes needlessly ignores the information
revealed by its chimeric genome.
If a core genome approach is taken, one must decide which
genes formulate such a core—especially considering that most
phages lack most components of the replication-transcription-
translation apparatus—by cataloging which genes participate
in comparable gene consortia. Lacking a consortium, one
could construct a phylogeny by using overall gene inventories
and use it subsequently to derive a classiﬁcation system, a
counterintuitive but feasible approach. Such an approach
would suffer the pitfalls of phenetic classiﬁcation (Fig. 5) and
would likely produce bewildering results, such as grouping
ssRNA phages and dsDNA phages on the same phylogenetic
tree by virtue of some chain of shared proteins, even though
these groups undoubtedly had independent origins. More im-
portantly, such methods always yield a single, hierarchical den-
drogram which blends together, thereby obfuscating, the rich
set of data showing nonvertical gene inheritance.
Mechanisms for cohesion. Rather than viewing recombina-
tion among bacteriophages as a process defeating the other-
wise orderly organization of viruses into neat taxonomic cate-
gories, we view recombination as a cohesion mechanism that
may identify biologically relevant groups of organisms. Instead
of following a “core” genome, one may deﬁne biologically
signiﬁcant viral or bacteriophage groups by virtue of their
shared pools of gene cassettes. As illustrated above, diverse
phages can be drawn together into loose assemblages deﬁned
by common sets of gene cassettes that are exchanged among
them (Fig. 2, 3, and 4). The constraints on cassette exchange
likely reﬂect many factors, including the limitations of DNA
packaging into the virion capsid, utility of the genes for a phage
of a given lifestyle, or the ability to express a gene within the
host range exploited by a collection of bacteriophages. This
view merely extends the Mayrian biological species concept to
embrace groups of organisms at higher taxonomic levels.
Additional mechanisms may provide meaningful cohesion
among other groups of viruses. For example, the likely inde-
pendent origins, disparate genome sizes and distinct lifestyles
of ssDNA ﬁlamentous bacteriophages and dsDNA-tailed bac-
teriophages translates into few gene cassettes being exchanged
among these very different organisms. Similarly, the ecological
differences between animal viruses and bacteriophages—which
must express their genes and replicate their genomes by using
fundamentally different molecular biological systems—also
serve to reduce the likelihood of successful gene exchange
among these groups. Here, the ecological species concept may
be similarly applied at a higher taxonomic level.
Certainly genetic cohesion may be achieved in the absence
of gene exchange and recombination; periodic selection—or
disruptive frequency-dependent selection (79)—may lead to
large groups of organisms that maintain similarity strictly
through vertical inheritance, as is the case for inﬂuenza viruses
(14, 15, 42), allowing for clear delineation of a biologically
relevant group. In all cases, we may use the biology of the
organisms to deﬁne the boundaries (which will often remain
quite unclear) between meaningful groups rather than search-
ing for an arbitrary threshold to decide when organisms must
be sufﬁciently different to fall into different groups.
However, host range constraints may not have the broad
reach one may suspect. As noted above, marine bacteriophage
SIO1 shares several genes with coliphages T3 and T7 (115).
More dramatically, phages of the Archaea can strongly resem-
ble either tailed bacteriophages, as is the case with Meth-
anobacterium phage M2 (109), or eukaryotic viruses, as with
the Sulfolobus rudiviruses SIRV1 and SIRV2 (11, 107). There-
fore, strong divisions among eukaryotic viruses (e.g., between
most plant and animal viruses) that are made in the absence of
sequence information should be viewed with caution, espe-
cially since afﬁnity between disparate viral groups has been
noted (51).
Taxonomically disruptive homology. An advantage to con-
sidering taxonomy based on shared gene cassettes and other
mechanisms of cohesion is that biologically relevant groupings
are likely to be revealed; after all, if the genomes can exchange
genes, they must share some aspects of their lifestyles. If a
simple “core genome” approach were taken, based solely on
homology, highly unorthodox groupings could result due to
ancient similarities among diverse groups of viruses and bac-
teriophages that clearly no longer exchange genes. This is es-
pecially evident if one considers the major capsid genes of
bacteriophages, a likely candidate gene around which to build
a “core genome.” That is, there are convincing cases in which
homology can be inferred between bacteriophages and viruses
of eukaryotic hosts, based on detailed similarities in virion
structure (including capsid protein folds), mechanism of virion
assembly, and other features of the life cycles (61).
For example, the ssDNA bacteriophage X174 shares its
-barrel capsid protein fold with many ssRNA plant and ani-
mal viruses (see http://mmtsb.scripps.edu/viper/viper.html) but
not with the capsid protein of the ssDNA ﬁlamentous phages.
Also, adenoviruses show a clear similarity to the bacterio-
phages exempliﬁed by E. coli phage PRD1 (9), Pseudomonas
phage 6o ft h eCystoviridae (16) appears unequivocally re-
lated to the reoviruses (52) of plant and animal hosts, and the
herpesviruses and the tailed bacteriophages are too similar in
features of their virion structure and virion assembly mecha-
nisms to be explained by anything short of common ancestry
(61). Yet these eukaryotic/prokaryotic virus pairs are now
clearly isolated from each other both genetically and ecologi-
cally. Furthermore, they have evolved apart from each other to
such an extent that it would be unreasonable to group them
together on any but the highest taxonomic level, despite the
undeniable homology of some of their most salient phenotypic
traits.
A modest proposal for bacteriophage taxonomy. We have
discussed some problems that have emerged in the classiﬁca-
tion of viruses and how genomic sequence analyses show that
the systems currently employed are discordant with viral evo-
lutionary histories. Although we recognize that a major reeval-
uation of viral taxonomy requires broad involvement of the
virology community, we will propose here a modest frame-
work—along with some speciﬁc guidelines—within which a
new taxonomy might be molded.
We suggest that the formulation of any viral taxonomy must
satisfy three basic tenets. First, members of a group should
exhibit similarity that has resulted from one or more clearly
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scribed above. Second, for any given virus, a signiﬁcant amount
of sequence data should be available—preferably the ge-
nome—for meaningful taxonomic assignment; this is not un-
reasonable given the ease, speed, and cost of DNA sequencing
methodologies. At least among bacteriophages, features ob-
tained in other ways (host of isolation, general morphology,
and genome size) offer little value in deducing the evolutionary
relationships that must form the foundation of any meaningful
taxonomic system. Third, groups may be reticulate; that is,
whereas all viruses within a particular group will bear the
salient features of that group, any one virus could—and in
most cases will—belong to more than one group at the same
taxonomic level. The reticulate nature of these groups is clearly
a radical departure from the strictly hierarchical Linnaean
classiﬁcation system but is attractive in that it embraces the
most obvious feature of many viral genomes: their pervasive
mosaicism. Moreover, there is no restriction in choosing how
to delineate groups or how to classify hybrid organisms; these
viruses are merely placed into more than one group.
Even so, at the highest taxonomic levels a hierarchical sys-
tem appears to be appropriate; we suggest that the highest
tier—here designated a “domain”—segregates organisms with
different forms of genetic material: dsDNA, ssDNA, ssRNA,
and dsRNA, as proposed earlier (6). This organization seems
reasonable since there is little evidence of any signiﬁcant ge-
netic exchange between these groups, and it seems quite likely
that they arose independently. Domains may be subdivided
into hierarchically distinct “divisions,” which encompass vi-
ruses that also exhibit little or no evidence for genetic exchange
across division boundaries (Table 1). For many eukaryotic
viruses, these groups may be deﬁned by strikingly different host
ranges, modes of infection, or other ecological features that
confer cohesion on their constituent members. Whereas a di-
vision reﬂects cohesion mechanisms uniting its members, other
features—such as morphological distinctiveness—may result
from these cohesion mechanisms and be useful touchstones for
navigating this hierarchical portion of the classiﬁcation system.
For bacteriophages, it is not clear whether hierarchical
groups are justiﬁed below the level of the division. Within
divisions, organisms may be sorted into groups that share com-
mon sets of features, but these groups are not exclusive from
one another. We term such a reticulate group a “modus,”
reﬂecting the exchange of genetic modules among bacterio-
phage genomes (Fig. 3 and 4); viruses within a modus would
share a particular module or phenotypic character which typ-
iﬁes that group. For example (Table 1), phage SfV might
belong to the domain of dsDNA viruses, the division of tailed
bacteriophages, but to at least three modi, including (i) phages
with HK97-like head proteins and maturation processes, (ii)
phages with Mu-like contractile tails, and (iii) integrase-medi-
ated temperate phages. In principle, SfV would belong to many
other modi as well, including some deﬁned after the isolation
of phages that reveal hitherto undiscovered relationships.
Clearly, the boundaries of modi may sometimes be difﬁcult to
deﬁne whether sequence similarity is a criterion, necessitating
revisiting the sequence proﬁles deﬁning modi as additional
data become available. The accumulation of large numbers of
modi that could be used to classify viruses, as well as the need
for facile navigation of a reticulate classiﬁcation system, clearly
necessitates implementation of new technology—that is, com-
puter database systems and sophisticated data retrieval
tools—to allow effective and efﬁcient management and use of
such a classiﬁcation system. The utilization of sophisticated
data retrieval tools relieves a potential downside of this system,
that is, the accumulation of large numbers of modi for any one
phage, which result from the elimination of the seemingly
information-rich, but biologically misleading, multitiered hier-
archical classiﬁcation system
As illustrated in Table 1, different phages will in general be
assigned to different—but overlapping—sets of modi. In this
way, the taxonomy of the phage carries a wealth of biological
information, does not unnecessarily discard any information by
forcing a phage into a strictly hierarchical classiﬁcation system,
and clearly shows the degree and nature of relatedness be-
tween any two phages by the sets of modi that they share. For
example, tailed bacteriophages  and Mu share fewer modi
than the closely knit dairy phages, reﬂecting different degrees
of genetic relatedness. Although it may be tempting to assign
a name to a group of modi to allow more facile descriptions in
conversation and in text, formal adoption of such names would
defeat the purpose of avoiding such arbitrary naming (that is,
it would obscure the underlying reticulate nature of modus
groups) and would impose an unnecessary additional level of
taxonomic complexity.
Table 1 shows no “family” assignment for dsDNA-tailed
phages, reﬂecting our belief that all of these phages exchange
modules. However, if groups of phages were not to share any
modules (e.g., -like and T4-like phages), they could be placed
unambiguously into distinct families. For such a hierarchy to
be robust, the collections of modi describing phages must be
separable into nonoverlapping groups: that is, no described
phage links the groups of phages encompassed by these seem-
ingly distinct groups of modi. Yet this situation is analogous to
that shown in Fig. 5C, where a single new isolate may reveal
relationships between groups previously thought unconnected
(Fig. 5B); thus, newly formed family-level hierarchies may col-
lapse in the face of new data. In contrast, if a group of viruses
were to be purely clonal, all members would share the same
sets of modi, recapitulating a purely hierarchical taxonomic
system. In practice, then, such a system can accommodate the
addition or subtraction of hierarchical levels of classiﬁcation,
commensurate with available data.
Conclusions. The pervasive genomic mosaicism exhibited by
bacteriophages argues strongly that the Linnaean, hierarchical
paradigm for biological classiﬁcation—while in place for 250
years—is insufﬁcient and potentially misleading when used to
describe the relationships among these organisms. Although it
has been the sole taxonomic model used for the 80 years since
their discovery (30), the categorization of bacteriophages by
this scheme often focuses on features encoded by a minority of
their genes (e.g., Fig. 1) and serves to underrepresent their
complexity (Fig. 3 and 4). Rather than delineating viral lin-
eages by how different they must be to comprise a distinct
category (134), we propose that mechanisms leading to cohe-
sion among groups—including independent origins, frequency
of genetic exchange, ecological isolation, and periodic selec-
tion—be identiﬁed for each group of viruses and be used to
form groupings (either hierarchical or potentially reticulate)
VOL. 184, 2002 IMBROGLIOS OF VIRAL TAXONOMY 4901that more accurately represent meaningful biological relation-
ships among these diverse organisms.
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